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Approaches considered for treating the aμ - αQED correlations
Studied approaches probing different hypotheses concerning the possible source(s) of the aμ tension(s) :

(0) Scaling factor applied to the HVP contribution from some energy range of the hadronic spectrum

→ Approaches taking into account (for the first time) the full correlations between the uncertainties of the HVP 
contributions to aμ and αQED , based on input from DHMZ 19 (arXiv:1908.00921): 
correlations between points/bins of a measurement in a given channel, between different measurements in the same channel, 
between different channels; full treatment of the BABAR-KLOE tension in the π+π- channel

(1) Cov. matrix of aμ and αQED (Pheno) described by a nuisance parameter (NP1) impacting both quantities (used to shift aμ 
to some “target” value - coherent shift applied to αQED) and another one (NP2) impacting only αQED (used in the EW fit)
Note: “target” values chosen in order to reach agreement with the BMW 20 prediction / Experimental aμ (±1σ)

(2) Include the HVP contribution to aμ as extra parameter in the EW fit, constrained by the Pheno & BMW 20 values
Note: Also accounted for the coherent impact of αS on the HVP contribution and on the EW fit
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BMW 20 (v1)



Results: comparing the Phenomenology & BMW 20 values
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→ Large scaling factors (w.r.t. exp. uncertainties) & significant shifts of NP1 

→ Addressing the BMW 20 - Pheno difference for aμ has little impact on the EW fit, 
except for the unrealistic scenario rescaling the full HVP contribution
Note: Similar conclusions for the comparison with the Experimental aμ value (see backup)

(Full HVP)

 χ2(BMW20-Pheno): 9.3



Backup



Scaling factors and NP shifts
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→ Large scaling factors (w.r.t. uncertainties) & significant shifts of NP1  



EW fit inputs and χ2 results
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χ2(BMW20-Pheno): 9.3



EW fit results: χ2 scans
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(Full HVP)

(Full HVP) (Full HVP)



EW fit results: parameter scans for varying Δαhad(MZ
2)
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EW fit results: indirect determination of Δαhad(MZ
2)
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